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Presents recent research on Image Processing and Capsule Networks

Includes the proceedings of the International Conference on Image 
Processing and Capsule Networks (ICIPCN2020), held in Bangkok, Thailand, 
on May 6 to 7, 2020

Explains how to discover more information from images and perform 
innovative image analysis procedures by efficiently utilizing the evolving 
capsule network models

This book emphasizes the emerging building block of image processing domain, which is 
known as capsule networks for performing deep image recognition and processing for next-
generation imaging science.Recent years have witnessed the continuous development of 
technologies and methodologies related to image processing, analysis and 3D 
modelingwhichhave been implemented in the field of computer and image vision. The 
significant development of these technologies has led to an efficient solution called capsule 
networks [CapsNet] to solve the intricate challenges in recognizing complex image poses, 
visual tasks, and object deformation. Moreover, the breakneck growth of computation 
complexities and computingefficiency has initiated the significant developments of the effective 
and sophisticated capsule network algorithms andartificial intelligence[AI] tools into existence. 
The main contribution of this book is to explain and summarize the significant state-of-the-art 
research advances in the areas ofcapsule network[CapsNet] algorithms and architectures with 
real-time implications in the areas of image detection, remote sensing, biomedical image 
analysis, computer communications, machine vision, Internet ofthings,and data analytics 
techniques.
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